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Abstract

The dependence of the invariant amplitudes for electroprodtict ion

of off-mass-shelI pions on the pion Born term Is Investigated when

Current Algebra Ward identities and PCAC are used to determine pion

electroproduction invariant amplitudes. We show that an amplitude

satisfying the Ward identities can be constructed starting from the

usual Born terms which do not satisfy them and that this same amplitude

will be obtained for a large class of input Born terms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In deriving any amplitude by the method of Ward Identities, for

example the nN analysis of Scadron and Thebaud1*2 or the plon electro-

production analyses of MacMullen and Scadron (MS),3 Welsberger,1* and Dombey

and Reid,5 the Born pole terms are the basic ingredient of the analysis.

Indeed they are expected to dominate the amplitude with background con-

tributions coming from the Ward identity constraints. The physical

origin of the background terms from Ward identity constraints is the

summation of isobar and other resonance terms contributing to the pro-

cess. That this is so can be verified by observing that the A(I23O)

contributes about 110% of the Fublni-Furlan-Rossetti6 background term

in pion photoproduction as shown by Adler and Gilman7 and MS.8 Never-

theless, the important feature of the Ward identity analysis is that

the leading order background terms are obtained in a model independent

way and the explicit isobar irodels are required only for the construc-

tion of the next to leading order terms.

In the pion electroproduction analysis, gauge invariance provides

a constraint on the amplitude, however, as noted by several authors —

Fublni, Nambu and Wataghin9 were the first —the Born pole terms are not

gauge invariant. This led various authors to modify the Born term to

make them satisfy the gauge condition. One such modification is used

in the MS analysis. In this work we study in detail the effect of

this modification of the Born terms on the electroproduction amplitude.

We are especially Interested in extrapolations off the pion mass shell

where modifications of the type made by MS may be important.

In Section II we define our notation which follows MS as much as

possible for easy comparison. In Section III we derive the complete
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off-shell electroproduction amplitude using the standard Born terms,

that Is, without the modification made by MS. In Section IV we discuss

the effect of modifying the Born terms.

From our analysis we find that for a certain class of modifications

of the Born terms the complete electroproduction amplitude remains un-

changed, although the decomposition Into the pole amplitude and non

pole amplitude Is different. The MS modification is a member of this

class of transformations so that the complete amplitude derived by MS

is in agreement with our results based on the unmodified Born term.

II. NOTATION, KINEMATICS AND BORN TERMS

The S-roatrlx element for the electroproduction process illustrated

in Fig. 1:

Sf, - 6 « +el(2Ir)
1*6Mp'+<i-p-k)it'(q)Ti E

v(t) . (2.1)

Using the standard reduction technique,

(2.2)

The M-amplitude can be decomposed into various isospin components,

Mi - M+a'S + VelSfcTk + MST1' • (2-3)

For brevity we denote ij - 6i3, l[ - fe'3kTk, rj - T 1. Each of

these can In turn be written In terms of amplitudes which are free of

kinematic zeros and kinematic singularities,

^ E J 4 <2.<0
where ICJ are the six gauge invariant covariants of Fublni, Nantbu and

Wataghln (FNW) with

Kj • j W .Y V]TS (2.5a)

K^ - 2(k.qPv-k.Pqv)Ys (2.5b)



(2.5c)

K^ = 2(k Pyv-/ P U)Y 5- 2mKj (2.5d)

K^ = (k-qkv-k
2qv)Y5 (2-5e)

K« - (K kv-k
2
Yv)Y5 • (2.5f)

We use the notation

p " 2"fp'+p)» a " P'"P * k~q» £ " fiZ> v • k*p * q*p * n p

and m » nucleon mass with p = pion mass.

The uNN, yNN and YTTH vertices and form factors are defined by

TnNN - -ig(q2)Y5^ . (2-6)

and

> v ' ~ ' c v*-Mv ^ v ' I 7 t \ | l k / t ' . ( 2 . 8 )

The axial-vector nucleon vertex is given by

r i A N N " \ Tll[gA(q2)YyY5-hA(q2)qpY53 • (2-9)

Explicity isolating the pion-pole, (2.9) may be written as

i I ilfa^JL + -|^) - ̂ ^ - ^ ^ s (2.10)
with

hA(q2) - -2f»g(q2 ) (q2 -M2 ) -» + h"A(q2) . (2.11)

The generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation is then

<ngA(q2) + 2
L q 2 h A ( 0 2 ) " ^ g ( q 2 ) • (2.12)

With the vertices and form factors defined in ( 2 . 6 ) , (2.7) and (2.8)

the elect reproduction Born terms can be written In terms of the gauge

invariant FNW covariants as

^ ^ ] (2.13)

k-q(t-q2) Kv +L t-q2
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Notice that the last term Is not gauge invariant. This lack of gauge

Invar lance of the Born term Is precisely what causes the difficulties

we described in the Introduction —how to construct a complete amplitude

which Is gauge Invariant and satisfies the Ward identities? In the next

section we attack the problem directly, without introducing any modifica-

tion to the Born terms of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). This contrasts with

the approach of MacMullen and.Scadron, who modified the final term in

(2.14) replacing gftHt-u2)"1 with g(q2) (t-q2)"1-

III. THE COMPLETE ELECTROPRODUCT!ON AMPLITUDE

We begin by defining the axial vector-vector two current amplitude

Mjv - i/dx* e'q-x T]A< M,V*
m(°)\ (3-D

and the divergence amplitude M^, which is directly related to the TT

electroproduction amplitude M(,, by PCAC

fi{, - l/dx* e'T* Tfr-A'M.VTI0)) (3.2a)

The Ward identities satisfied by the amplitude (3.1) are

The full two current amplitude (3*1) can be decomposed into a nucleon

pole contribution, NJJj, and the remainder K^v which does not have

nucleon poles.

«iv * *JS + M^v (3-5)

The substitution of (3.5) in the Ward identity (3.3) determines M ^ up

to a gauge invariant term, R/,v (see Fig. 2)

"l»- J llL[
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.„„., . H«3jW „.„
H ( t > q 2 } . hA(t)-hA(q2) ( 3 8 )

and v
?C(k2) " F i V ~ ' • (3.9)

The gauge invariant term, R^v, will contain the gauge invariant parts

of the t-channel pton pole terms (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 which we para-

meterize In terms of an amplitude C^, as well as the background pion

electroproduction amplitude Fj, (c), and a background two current ampli-

tude MpV, (d). This can be written

RMv * qT^2 (Sv + 4 ) + "Jv • (3-10)
where _

and My are the Born pole terms in the electroproduction amplitude

(2.13-2. Hi). Note that M£vk
u - 0 and that M J W contains neither Born

u, s or t channel poles nor pion poles (q 2-^ 2)" 1. The term depicted in

Fig. 3(t>) 's incorporated In C{, by allowing a term In c| which has a

zero at q2=p2 but a pole at t»p2.

Even with the aid of the decomposition of RyV shown in Fig. 3, cj,

cannot be determined completely because of the unknown axial vector

vertex in (b) of Fig. 3- However, c|, can be determined up to a gauge

invariant term by (i) the gauge condition R M vk
v » 0, which implies

kv(H{, - r|i,p + C.{,) - 0 , (3.11)

and (ii) the Ward identity

k^i * - J l- f~2~f2m9Aft^+thA't^J>'5 • (3-12)

Thus we can write,

il t-u2V Y59(t)Fn(k
2) -

(3.13)
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where Y{, IS defined by Its divergence,

The factor q2-M2 In (3.13) multiplying Y^ Is just the statement

that there Is no plon pole in the axiat current of Fig. 3(b). This is

consistent with the plon pole being explicitly shown In Fig. 3(a) and

with Fig. 3(a) having no gauge Invariant contribution. We expect Y,j, to

have a t-channel pion pole dependence.

After a little algebra, the background electreproduction amplitude

can be extracted from the right hand side of (3.10) and becomes

+ lFv(k2)(2mG(t,q2)+qzF(t,q2)) +

+ [2mgA(t)+q
2hA(t)]?v(k

2)kvY5 "

2f»g(t)FY(k2)q2

" 7^ 9A(q2) [Ff(k2)lUFV(k2)l|]Ki + i £ Y- - q ^ v . (3. 15)

All chat remains is to use the fact that the background amplitudes H|,

and Hjjy have no t-channel poles on the pion mass shell. This allows

determination of the pole part of Y{,, which we call vj)', since Y^'

must cancel the poles In H^.

Hence

Note that Yv' has the t-channel plon pole which we expected.

Next we divide the background part'of v{, into a gauge invariant

part YGI.V and a non-gauge Invariant part, 7&Gl;v so that
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Yl=VPJ + Y l l ; v + r N G I ; v (3-17)

and using Eq. (3.12) yields

?NGI,vkV * I1- ^•0-FTr(k2)){[2niG{t.q2)+q2H(t,q2)+FA(t)](k2-2q.k)Y5 +

+ 2f,g(q2)k2r5 + ^ ^ m g A f t J + t h A U n Y s } (3.18)
Hence

7 N G I ; V • " J l -

• (3-19)

Since by definition Y^gj . u contains no gauge invariant terms, (3*19) is

unique.

Finally, the background electroproduction amplitude is

aJ ¥GI

'I1-
^ I i F7I(k

2){2mG(t,q
2)+q2H(t,q2)+hA{t)}(2qv-ky)Y5 (3-20)

Adding the background terms and the pole terms yields our complete

electroproduction amplitude which satisfies the gauge condition.

1 j Q 2-M 2 2mgA(t)-t-thA(t) .
' I 1 - f^2" Fq^ (2qv-kv)Y5 • (3-21)
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It Is remarkable that (3.21) contains no pole terms at t=y2, although

the Born term with which we began in (2.14) did contain such a pole.

AM of the explicit t-channel poles in (3.21) are at t-q2 in spite of

the fact that we did not continue any internal pions off their mass

shell. In fact the total eiectroproduction amplitude derived here

agrees with the previous analysis by MacMullen and Scadron even off the

plon mass shell and even though MacMullen and Scadron began with differ-

ent pole terms. The reason for this similarity is discussed In the next

section. From (3.21) the standard 18 FNW eiectroproduction amplitudes

can be read off. The chiral symmetry breaking terms YQX-V and the

background amplitude H^v are discussed in detail in Ref. 3, and we do

not repeat their discussion here.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the fact that our Born amplitude (2.14) differs from

that of HacHullen and Scadron, our final result (3.21) is identical

with theirs. To understand how this happens we examine the difference

between our pion pole term, M^*, and that of MacMullen and Scadron

M ^ M S . From (2.14)

Hi" . • M y (2qv-gY5 ie'\ , (4.1)

while from Ref. 3,

A little algebra shows that

G(t,q2) - jj- hAtf) - £- H(t,<,2)

The essential feature of the right hand side of (4.3) is that it is

not gauge invariant, and has no poles on the pion mass shell. However,

in Section III we were able to use the gauge condition (3.3) to
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uniquely fix the non-gauge invariant term In the amplitude. Adding

the right hand side of (4.3)—or any non-gauge Invariant amplitude —

to the Born terms (2.13) and (2.14) simply generates a compensating

term in the non-gauge invariant background amplitude to ensure that

(3.3) <s satisfied.

Thus we see that the final result (3.21) is invariant to transfor-

mations which alter the input Born terms (2.13) and (2.14) by the addi-

tion of a non-gauge invariant term.

However, adding a totally arbitrary non-gauge invariant term would

permit us to alter the physical meaning of the expression "Born terms".

While it is not necessary to preserve the final result It Is appropriate

that we at least demand that the terms added to (2.13) and (2.14) Intro-

duce no additional poles into the on-mass-shell amplitude. The right

hand side of (4.3) satisfies this condition and hence does not introduce

"unphysical poles" into the Born amplitudes. It is clear from our

result that, when the external pion is continued off-mass-sheII, it is

no longer possible to uniquely specify the poles in the Born amplitude,

but that the complete off-shell amplitude (3.21) is still unambiguously

defined.

In conclusion, we have shown that the final result of HacMullen and

and Scadron, our equation (3-21), does not depend on their particular

choice of Born term. A Born term with a pion pole at t»p2 — a choice

we would regard as more reasonable physically —also produces the same

result. The final complete amplitude is independent of the initial

choice of off-mass-shell extrapolation of the pion. It can therefore

be used to extrapolate reliably off pion mass shell, and we would en-

courage its use to develop the elect reproduction analog of the PCAC off-

shell expansion which was successfully applied to nN scattering.2
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The electroproduction amplitude: N(p), N'(p'), n'{q), vem(k)

represent the Incoming nucleon, outgoing nucleon, the isotopic

pion and the electromagnetic current respectively with k-

momenta p, p', q and k.

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of R^v in terms of the gauge in-

invariant (GI) parts of the complete two" current amplitude

H^v and the nucleon contribution M'N.

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic decomposition of RyV in terms of the gauge in-

variant (Gl) parts of the t-channei pion poles (a) and (b),

the electroproduction background amplitude (c), and the back-

ground two current amplitude (d).
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Fig. I
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